
Bonita L. Adair
Motif: Moth
53 paper with Dreamscape app (iPad)
"ASL Symbolism and Preservation 

The Luna moth is a symbol of love. I must add preservation too. Many believes it gives you a reminder 
of importance and love. It goes living through the experiences that get thrown at. That is what moth 
does like us. 

We love ASL and think how different and unique culture we have. We preserve ASL. 

Luna moth is a beauty. Our language is beautiful too.

Patricia Durr
Moth Motif



Arnaud Balard
"Moth...er" (Arnaud Balard, 2016)
Motif Moth AND Blutterfly (Affirmation) 
#DeVIAanimalChallenge

"Moth...er", as sign langage is our mother of all of us. Our spirit, our way of life. Tactile signs is my 
new way of staying with all of you. hands are my light, and if you like nearest both of those moths 
tactiling with antennas. 
In reality moths are different from butterflies because of their antennas. Butterflies have lovelies colors, 
they are attractive visually, not the moths. Moths have long and really amazing antennas. They perceive 
the world via those exceptional antennas.
I use so this difference to focus on perceiving the world differently, even if you are not attractive at first 
sight.

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaanimalchallenge


Arnaud Balard

"Moon's feeling on dandelion'spirit"
Motif : Moth and pissenlit

I breath, like a moth, on this dandelion, to sow 
seeds of art under the moon.
Certainly, the "Moon" is a spherical lamp that 
illuminates a garden but in the picture, it's a 
beautiful metaphor. ? 
I'm not a moth, but it is also a nice metaphor, 
isn'it? ?



David Call 
Moth motif

The Intuition. 9x11 Bristol paper Prismacolor pencil/ink. David Call 2016

Brief biography of Pierre Desloges (1747 – 1792 ?)

Pierre Desloges was born hearing but lost his hearing at age of 7 to two years long small pox disease. It 
also caused him to lose all of his teeth. He could not speak very well without teeth. He spent his young 
life communicating with paper and pen with hearing. He moved to Paris at age of 19 to work as print 
maker and bookbinder. At age of 27 he met an illiterate Deaf Italian who taught him sign language. He 
signed very well and doing well in Deaf community. Pierre finally found happiness in signing Deaf 
community. He realized that writing and reading skills are not necessary to make a Deaf person a 
complete human being. It was sign language. He was one of early supporters of using sign language in 
the instruction of education. He wrote Observations of the Deaf Mute to defend the use of sign 
language in education and to criticize Abbe Deschamp, a pro-oral teacher of the Deaf. It was done way 
before Abbe de L’eppe started school for the Deaf in Paris. Also he wrote several publications 
supporting French Revolution which were well received by many. 

The Intuition
The Intuition artwork depicts Pierre Desloges using prism as a filter to block out oppressive views of 
the sign language. He set up a light projector with candle inside to project a ray of light directing at the 
prism. A flock of Deaf moths in Paris came to hover above the light projector symbolize Paris as the 
City of Light where many Deaf people came to live together in vibrant Deaf community. Pierre studies 
how Deaf people socialized and work together using sign language. When a ray of light hits the prism, 



beautiful vibrant rainbow colors of sign language reveal itself to him. He had the intuition to recognize 
sign language as a valid natural sign language of the Deaf and best tool for the education of the Deaf. 
He wrote about it in Observations of the Deaf and Mute. He was way ahead of his time for doing this. 
The moth is Eyed Hawk Moth, which is found only in Europe with a life span of three to four weeks. 
The complete cycle of lunar moon reflect moth’s short life span. Also moth has no mouth to reflect 
Pierre having no tooth. His fake teeth in water jar shows that he had no need for teeth to speak because 
he had sign language. The map of Italy is homage to illiterate Deaf Italian who taught him to live his 
life to the fullest with the gift of sign language. The hand that he is holding the prism is Nepalese sign 
for Deaf. Moth is the symbol of intuition (Yes, I checked online!) hence the title “The Intuition.”



P Durr
Terrarium vs Edison Bulb - you choose 
Charcoal on paper - quick sketch
8 x 12 
Left side - Dead Owl moth in glass dome Terrarium on display like a Deaf child alone in the 
mainstream. right side - Edison light bulb attracting Deaf free signing moths



Rosemary Parker Edwards
I know this is nothing fancy but the moth caught my eye when I went to my front door. So I guess I 
could do this for my moth motif! 



Kathy Fisher-Abraham
MOTH, affirmation 
9x12
coloring pencils, and sketch pad
"Deaf Women Meeting"
You can interpret by looking at this artwork.



Jerry Grant
Moth motif, affirmation

"Moths drawn to ASL light", by Dawah (Jerry Grant) 2016

Sharpie Oil and metallic markers on 12"x18"Black paper

7 moths of different colors drawn to the light of ASL.



Takiyah Harris
Moth
Late post
"Surdism woman is seeking for a peace"
Color pencils and markers
16by16
2016



Jordana Lurman
Moth Motif
"Family Get-Together"
Markers



Ellen Mansfield
moth motif
“Untitled”
in process



Laurie Rose Monahan
Moth motif (A)
"Lights Motion"
Paper 53 app



Nancy Rourke
Day 25, MOTH, affirmation category
8 inch by 10 inch
oil on canvas
"Deaf Colony"
A community where Deaf people gather together and stay and social where the light is.



Paul Scearce
Motif: Moth
Media: Photoshop
"De'VIA Moth" (Re-edition)


